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Press out stickers, moisten, 
and place them on the pages 
where they belong. Finish the 
pictures with your crayons. 



This is the peaceful kingdom of Hyrule. 



Ganon, the Prince of Darkness, sent his army to attack Hyrule and steal 
the Triforce of Power. 



Princess Zelda hid the eight pieces of the Triforce of Wisdom in the 
underground labyrinths. 



Princess Zelda sent her nursemaid, Impa, to find someone brave 
enough to rescue the kingdom. 



Ganon, angry that he had been cheated out of the Triforce of Wisdom, 
put Princess Zelda in prison. 



Link arrived just in time to save Impa from the evil warriors. 



Impa told Link the story of Zelda. He promised to save her. 



A merchant in a cave gave Link a sword to use for protection on his 
adventure. 







Link used his sword to defeat the Molblins. He earned a blue ruby and 
a heart. 



The fairy in the lake gave Link many red hearts. 



Link’s sword was no match for Zola. Link ducked out of the way and 

went to buy more weapons. 



Link went to the merchant to buy more weapons. 



After defeating all the Keeses, Link found a compass and a map to 
help him search for the Triforce pieces. 
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Link defeated Aquamentus in order to enter the room where the 
Triforce was hidden. 



After Link found all eight parts of the Triforce of Wisdom, he set off for 
Death Mountain to defeat Ganon and rescue Princess Zelda. 
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Help Link rescue Princess Zelda from Ganon. 
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